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A B S T R A C T   

The transistor simulation tools (e.g. TCAD and SPICE) are widely used to simulate single event effects (SEE) in 
industry. However, due to the variances of the physical parameters in practical design, e.g. the nature of the 
particle, linear energy transfer and circuit characteristics would have a large impacts on the final simulation 
accuracy, which will significantly increase the complexity and cost in the workflow of the transistor level 
simulation for large scale circuits. Therefore, a new SEE simulation scheme is proposed to offer a fast and cost- 
efficient method to evaluate and compare the performance of large scale circuits in the effects of radiation 
particles. In this work, we have combined both the advantages of transistor and hardware description language 
(HDL) simulations, and proposed accurate SEE digital error models for high-speed error analysis in the large scale 
circuits. The experimental results show that the proposed scheme is able to handle SEE simulations for more than 
40 different circuits with the sizes varied from 100 transistors to 100 k transistors.   

1. Introduction 

Radiation exists throughout the solar system, and includes Solar 
flares, Solar wind, Galactic cosmic radiation and radiation emitting from 
nuclear reactions [1]. There are significant concerns regarding the safety 
of the crucial hardware circuits of the electronic systems in radiation 
environments (e.g., nuclear power plants or outer space). In radiation 
environments, there are a large number of particles with high energy. 
When charged particles travel through integrated circuits, semi-
conductor material will be ionised, which may disable the P–N junc-
tions and cause errors. The transient and permanent effects caused by 
single particles are called singe event effects (SEE). 

SEE can be divided into a number of effects, which include 1) Single 
Event Transient (SET), 2) Multiple-Bit Upset (MBU), 3) Single Event 
Functional interrupt (SEFI), 4) Single Event Latch-up (SEL), 5) Single 
Event Burnout (SEB), 6) Single Event Gate Rupture (SEGR) and 7) Single 
Event Upset (SEU). From the above list, SET and SEU are the most 
common effects which may cause soft errors (recoverable or transient 
errors) [2–5]. When embedded systems are operating in the environ-
ments with high radiation intensity, errors can occur frequently and may 
cause system failure. For example, in the GEO orbit environment, the 
SEU rate of the BRAM is 1.06 × 10− 7 and the error rate of the register is 

1.13 × 10− 5 [6]. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the circuits and 
mitigate SEE in the radiation environments. This evaluation can be 
conducted either using real world experiments or the SEE simulation or 
both. 

However, strategies to evaluate the effects of SETs and SEUs on the 
integrated circuits of different designs still have certain limitations. The 
real world radiation experiments (e.g. outer space experiments or nu-
clear radiation facility experiments) demand sophisticated mechanical 
setup and they are expensive as well. Indeed they can provide “high 
level” results like “error rates” and “sensitivity to radiation” of different 
chips, but the detailed radiation effects on various circuit modules are 
hard to find, due to the complexity of the integrated circuits. 

Existing transistor simulation tools (e.g., TCAD, or SPICE) concen-
trate on the small devices with few transistors [7,8]. Software simula-
tions consider physical parameters (e.g., capacitance, resistance, 
current, voltage, 3D structure) and thus, they can provide accurate “low 
level” simulation results including the duration of the pulses, the voltage 
changes and the probability of the bit-flips. However, the cost of 
computation for current or voltage increases along with the size of the 
circuits. Hence, a range of simplified methods have been proposed to 
conduct simulations. For instance, In [9], the authors presented a 
method using the simplified SPICE model in simulations to lower the 
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cost of computation. Hubert et al. [10] presented a circuits-level layout- 
aware modeling method to avoid the complicated TCAD simulations. 
However, since these simulations are still based on the current and 
voltage, the simulation time is huge for larger circuit [11,12], and the 
comparison between different designs are also difficult. 

System level simulation is another method to rapidly evaluate the 
SEE mitigation performance of the circuits. It carries out the error in-
jections in the data stream or memory units based on the SEU rates 
[13,14]. However, this simulation approach lacks the analysis of the 
specific hardware modules in the design, and thus, cannot provide an 
accurate and detailed SEE simulation result. 

In order to resolve these issues, in this paper, we propose a new SEE 
simulation scheme to offer a fast and cost-efficient method to evaluate 
and compare the performance of large scale circuits. The scheme con-
sists of the following features: 1) building the SEE behaviour models 
based on the SPICE or TCAD, 2) generate the HDL netlists and injection 
scripts based on the HDL designs and 3) apply the SEE behaviour models 
in the HDL simulations to analyse and compare the performance of the 
circuit designs. 4) modify the hardware designs according to the results 
and repeat the simulation processes. Validation of the proposed scheme 
has been conducted using 180 nm logic gate library from the “Semi-
conductor Manufacturing International Corporation (SMIC)” [15] to 
build a set of SEE models for the simulation. The baseline circuits that we 
used in this paper, are a series of commonly used circuit designs from the 
ISCAS89 benchmark [16]. Experimental results exhibit that the pro-
posed scheme is able to handle SEE simulations for more than 40 
different circuits with the sizes varying from 100 transistors to 100 k 
transistors. Additionally, using low-level SEE behaviour models, the 
proposed simulation scheme is able to provide details of the error 
propagation and vulnerable logic design in the HDL simulation. As 
shown in the Fig. 1, compared to the typical SEE evaluation scheme, the 
proposed scheme provides a rapid solution to analyse the vulnerable 
modules in the logic designs before post layout simulations. 

The main contributions of this article can be summarised as follows: 
1) The proposed SEE simulation scheme provides a rapid, conve-

nient and universal comparison method to evaluate the designs of cir-
cuits in context of SEEs. Due to various manufacturing processes, 
physical layouts and radiation environments, the simulation tools and 
simulation environments may also vary in different SEE research. It is 
difficult to repeat or compare those experiments directly. The proposed 
SEE models can be easily integrated into current circuit design work 
flow without significant cost. It can create a universal simulation 

environment to provide a quick analysis of the relative performance, 
which can significantly reduce the total simulation time for the time 
consuming back-end simulation. 

2) The proposed scheme introduces a range of new SEE behaviour 
models. Based on the transistor level simulations, the SEE behaviour 
models are firstly embedded into a range of digital functions in the HDL 
described circuits, the transient currents and voltages are then converted 
into the digital pulses and bit-flips. Unlike the typical transistor level 
based SEE behaviour models that fully rely on low-level currents and 
voltages simulation inputs, the proposed SEE models use only high level 
digital functions in HDL, therefore it can offer lightweight and fast 
simulations for large scale circuits. 

3) The proposed scheme can offer a high level of flexibility in the 
design. All parts in this scheme including gate components, SPICE 
simulation and HDL simulation are decoupled. The gate components can 
be modified to adapt to different manufacturing processes, and the SEE 
spice model can be also modified to adapt to different radiation envi-
ronments, as required. In this way, the proposed scheme can make full 
use of existing models to build simulation environments and be adapted 
for various requirements. 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 pre-
sents the related SEE simulation methods and their issues. Section 3 
presents the design of the scheme including the strategies for basic logic 
components and large scale circuits. Section 4 presents the design of the 
SEE models. Section 5 presents the implementation of simulation for the 
large scale circuits. Section 6 presents the results and the analysis of the 
simulations. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper. 

Fig. 1. The comparison between a typical SEE evaluation scheme and the proposed scheme.  

Fig. 2. The PMOS in the inverter is struck by the particle.  
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2. Background 

When circuits are struck by particles, the effects of SEE might be 
different according to affected areas and circuit states. The process of 
SEE in an inverter circuit is illustrated in Fig. 2. This inverter is made of 
one PMOS and one NMOS transistor. As can be observed in Fig. 2, cur-
rent state of A (i.e. the input of the inverter) is “1”. The state of B (i.e. the 
output of the inverter) is “0”. In this state, the PMOS is closed but the 
NMOS is open. Therefore, there is a voltage difference between the Vcc 
and B. If one charged particle strikes the area between Vcc and B, the 
semiconductor material could be ionised, which will result in a large 
number of free electron-hole pairs. Due to this voltage difference be-
tween Vcc and B, free electrons will move towards the direction of Vcc 
and holes will move towards B. The moving electrons and holes will 
finally form a transient current at port B, which will cause a current 
pulse. 

As per the energy released by the particles and the physical param-
eters of the semiconductor material, the magnitude of the current and 
voltage of the pulses might be different. In digital circuits, the magni-
tude of the current and voltage of the pulses will affect the width of the 
digital impulses. Therefore, in order to achieve highly accurate results, 
the transistor simulation tools (e.g. TCAD and SPICE) simulate the 
process of SEE with many physical parameters. Hence, demands massive 
calculation power for even single MOS component. However, the inte-
grated circuits normally contain a large number of MOSFETs. It will be 
unrealistically expensive to do fault injections in large scale circuits by 
TCAD or SPICE in terms of time consumption. 

A solution for simulation in large scale circuits is to utilise fault in-
jection in HDL code [17]. In the HDL simulations, SETs and SEUs are 
considered as a digital pulses and bit-flips hence, there will be no 
complex calculation with physical parameters. SEEs are injected into the 
circuits by setting a transient digital pulse at random points. However, 
this approach ignores the architectures and the physical parameters of 
the circuits. According to the layouts and the states of the circuits, the 
waveform and error rates of the pulses at different circuit nodes may be 
different. The circuit nodes which can cause errors are called sensitive 
nodes. 

Fig. 3 shows the four possibilities of SEEs in the inverter circuit. If the 
charged particle strikes the area between the Vss and B, the semi-
conductor material will still be ionised. However, there is no voltage 
difference between the Vss and B and hence, the electron-hole pairs will 
not move, as a result, there will be no pulse at port B. When the input of 

the inverter is “1”, the area between the Vcc and B is the sensitive area. If 
the input of the inverter is “0”, the sensitive area will be between Vss and 
B. Thus, the sensitive areas might be different in different circuit states. 
Hence, the outputs of SEE are determined by the affected areas and the 
inputs. 

Conventional HDL simulation cannot cover conditions, which are 
related to the physical structure of circuits and circuit states. Therefore, 
direct SEE injection in HDL code is not the correct way to simulate SEEs 
for integrated circuits. In this paper, the proposed SEE simulation 
scheme takes the advantage of both transistor simulation and HDL 
simulation to achieve high efficiency and accuracy. 

3. The proposed SEE simulation scheme 

The workflow of the proposed scheme is shown in the Fig. 4. Due to 
the complexity of the large scale circuits, it is very difficult to directly 

Fig. 3. The different possibilities of SEEs in the inverter circuit: (a) the input is “0” and the NMOS is struck, (b) the input is “0” and the PMOS is struck, (c) the input is 
“1” and the PMOS is struck and (d) the input is “1” and NMOS is struck. 

Fig. 4. The workflow of the proposed scheme. Optional part means that if SEE 
behaviour models has been generated, the SPICE simulation can be skipped. 
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undertake physical simulation for VLSI. Considering the fact that all 
digital circuits are made up of basic logic components, a set of SEE 
behaviour models for logic components will be generated in the pro-
posed scheme. The SEE behaviour models are generated from SPICE 
simulations based on the gate libraries and SEE SPICE models. In this 
scheme, the SEE behaviour models can be reused for different HDL de-
signs so that there is no need to re-conduct the generation of the SEE 
behaviour models. It also provides the flexibility to customize the gate 
libraries and SPICE models to achieve more accurate results. 

3.1. Process of SEE simulation 

The process of the SEE simulation for VLSI includes three steps: 1) 
generate the SEE models for basic circuit units, 2) build HDL netlists for 
the large scale circuits and 3) carry out simulation and analysis. 

The first step is the most important step in the proposed scheme. The 
accuracy of the SEE models determines the accuracy of the simulation 
results. On the physical level, SEEs are transient currents caused by the 
particles, which can be affected by the capacitance between the tran-
sistors, the resistance of the circuit wire, the semiconductor material of 
the chips and the intensity of the radiation. In this step, we use transient 
current sources in the SPICE to simulate the SEEs. By injecting the 
transient current at the sensitive circuit nodes, the changes of voltage 
will be observed on the output ports. 

The second step is to build HDL netlists of large scale circuits. 
Compared to the small circuits, the large scale circuits are much more 
complicated. In a circuit with thousands of transistors, there might be 
millions of possibilities which need to be simulated. It is not viable to do 
that in SPICE. We replace the basic logic components with the corre-
sponding SEE models. Therefore, HDL netlists should correspond with 
the structure of the physical circuits. However, normal HDL designs do 
not indicate the physical circuits directly. Here, we generate the SPICE 
netlists by EDA tools and components library, which can be converted 
into HDL netlists. A script tool is also designed to replace the basic 
components and generate new HDL netlists automatically. 

The third step is to undertake simulations and analysis. Considering 
that the large scale circuits may contain hundreds of inputs and outputs, 
the simulation bench files are also generated by scripts automatically. 

In this final step, the simulation test-bench codes contain three parts: 
1) input generation, 2) SEEs injection and 3) error detection. Input 
generation part is used to generate specific input data streams to 
represent different software programs. The injection part is used to 
control the SEE injection. The error detection part is used to monitor the 
output and analyse the errors. In this scheme, two identical designs are 
used as a reference module and an experiment module respectively. 
When the simulation starts, both modules are monitored. By comparing 
the outputs, the errors can be then detected. The number of the errors 
will be noted for subsequent analysis. 

3.2. Circuit unit 

In order to generate the SEE model of those basic logic components, a 
concept of the basic circuit unit is introduced in this paper. The basic 
circuit unit is a “black box”, with inputs and outputs and relationships 
between the inputs and outputs which can be represented by an equa-
tion. When SEEs occur in this unit, the effects of the SEE (i.e. digital 
pulses and bit-flips) can also be represented through this equation. 

Therefore, we can build HDL SEE models of the integrated circuits by 
using equations. The model should include two parts: 1) the behaviors of 
the circuits without errors and 2) the effect of SEEs on operational cir-
cuits. In digital circuits (including combinational and sequential cir-
cuits), the output will only be affected by the current inputs and states. 
The equation of the normal behaviour of the circuits can be represented 
as follows: 

On = f (Sn, In), (1)  

where On represents the current output of the circuit, In represent the 
current inputs and Sn represents the current state of the circuit. 

As indicated in Section 1, SETs and SEUs are two main types of soft 
errors in SEEs. SETs can generate digital pulses, which will propagate 
through the following circuits. SEUs can cause bit-flips and they will 
change the current state of the circuits. We represented SETs and SEUs in 
separate equations. 

When the charged particles strike a sensitive area in the circuit unit, 
a transient current will be generated, which will cause a voltage pulse. If 
the peak voltage exceeds the threshold voltage of value “1”, a digital 
pulse will be generated. The waveform of the voltage pulse and the 
corresponding digital pulse is shown in Fig. 5. When one charged par-
ticle strikes a transistor in the circuit, the pulse will appear at output 
ports after a delay. The duration time of the signal at the output ports is 
the width of the pulse. According the different current states and the 
propagation paths, the output signal can be a positive pulse, a negative 
pulse or no pulse. For the output of one SET on transistor K, the equation 
can be then represented as follows: 

OSET,k =

⎧
⎨

⎩

0 0 < t < Td,

fSET,k(Sn, In) Td ≤ t < Td + Tw,

0 Td + Tw ≤ t,
(2)  

where OSET, k represents the output signal of SETs on one transistor, fSET, 

k(Sn, In) represents the outputs of pulses which can be positive pulse, 
negative pulse and no change, t represents the elapse time of the events, 
Td represents the time for the pulses to propagate to the outputs from the 
strike point and Tw represents the width of the pulses. 

The possibilities to trigger the OSET, k depends on the radiation cross 
section of the transistors. To simplify the process of the analysis, we 
assume that the size of the area under the radiation for each transistor is 
same. Therefore, if there are N transistors in the circuit unit, the prob-
ability of each transistor to trigger the OSET, k will be 1/N. When a SET 
occurs in the circuit unit, the equation for this circuit unit can be then 
represented as follows: 

OSET = fc
(
OSET,1,OSET,2,…,OSET ,N

)
, (3)  

where fc is a choice function, which indicates the transistors struck by 
the particles, and OSET represents the output of SETs on this circuit. 

Similar to SETs, the effects of the SEUs can also be represented 
mathematically. When SEUs occur in the circuit unit, the state of the 
circuit will be changed, which may also change the output of the circuit 
unit. Therefore, the equation of the SEU on one transistor K can be then 
represented as follows: 

SSEU,k =

{
0 0 < t < Td,

fSEU,k(Sn) Td ≤ t, (4)  

where SSEU, k represents the new state of the circuit unit after the SEUs on 
transistor k, Td represents the propagation time and fSEU, k represents the 
effects of the SEU on transistor k. 

Therefore, the effects of the SEUs on the circuit unit can be then 
represented as follows: 

Fig. 5. The original transient SEE pulse and the generated SEE digital pulses.  
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SSEU = fc
(
fSEU,1, fSEU,2,…, fSEU,N

)
, (5)  

where SSEU represents the new state of the circuit unit after the SEUs in 
this circuit unit, fSEU, k represents the effects of the SEU on transistor k 
and fc represent a choice function, when SEUs occur, one of the fSEU, k 
functions will be triggered. 

3.3. Propagation between multiple units 

In physical circuits, the observed voltage changes depend on not only 
the struck units themselves, but also the propagation path. When SEEs 
occur in logic gate chains, the width of the transient pulses may signif-
icantly increase or decrease in the propagation, which is called “prop-
agation-induced pulse broadening” (PIPB) effect [18]. 

As shown in [19], PIPB effect is induced by unbalanced propagation 
delay of the rising edge and the falling edge in logic gate chains, Fig. 6 
shows an example of PIPB effect. In this figure, the ‘Diving signal’ is the 
output pulse of the previous circuit unit, assuming that there is a SET 
occurring in the previous unit. The observed pulse is then the input pulse 
of next circuit unit. TLH represents the time for the voltage to change 
from low to high and THL represents the time for voltage to change from 
high to low, which include propagation time, charging time and dis-
charging time. When the rising edge time (TLH) is longer than the falling 
edge time (THL), the detected width of the positive pulse will reduce, 
while the negative pulse will widen. When the SEE occurs in the long 
logic gate chains, the propagation effect will be accumulated, which 
may further affect the transient pulses significantly. 

The rising and the falling edge delays depend on the capacitance of 
the nodes, which are related to the number of driven gates [19]. In this 
paper, the detected propagation delay at input wires of unit K is repre-
sented as follows: 

dt(I) =
{

TLH I = 0,
THL I = 1, (6)  

where dt(I) represents the detected propagation delay, I represents 
previous valid input values, TLH represents rising edge delay and THL 
represents the falling edge delay. 

Hence, the input of the unit can be represented as follows: 

I ′

n = I(tn − dt(I) ) (7)  

where In′ represents the input value of current state for operations, tn 
represents the current moment and dt(I) represents the detected prop-
agation delay. 

3.4. Large circuits 

Large circuits are composed of many small circuits or circuit units. 
When the circuits are struck by the particles, SEEs may occur in any of 
the small circuits. The probability of an SEE occurring in the specific 

units corresponds to the SEE cross section of the units and the size of the 
circuit units. The SEE cross section represents the number of events per 
unit fluence. For the circuits in one chip, the SEE cross section should be 
identical. Therefore, the probability of the SEEs for each unit should 
correspond to the size of circuits. In other words, the larger circuits may 
have higher chances to capture particles and generate more SEEs. 

Fig. 7 shows an example of SEE injection in large circuit, which is a 
TMR module with 4 sub-modules. There are 3 identical big functional 
modules, M1 M2 and M3, and a small voting module M4. If a SEE occurs 
in the TMR module, the transient pulse should occur in one of those 
modules. However, considering that the size of the functional module 
and the voting module are very different, it is more likely that the pulse 
occurs in the bigger sub-modules: M1, M2 or M3. The size of the unit is 
relative to the probability the SEE function of the unit that is triggered. 

Therefore, when one SEE occurs in one complex circuit with M cir-
cuit units, the probability (Pi) that the unit i is struck can be represented 
as follows: 

Pi =
si

s1 + s2 + ...+ sM
=

si

S
, (8)  

where s1, s2..sM represents the sizes of each circuit unit respectively in 
this large circuit, S represents the total size of the circuits and si repre-
sents the size of the unit i. 

Integrated circuits consist of PMOS and NMOS transistors. The size of 
the circuits can be represented by the number of the PMOS and NMOS. 
The probability of the occurrence of SEEs can be represented as follows: 

Pi =
si

S
=

Npmos,i + λNnmos,i

Npmos + λNnmos
, (9)  

where Npmos, i represents the number of the PMOS in unit i, Nnmos, i 
represents the number of the NMOS in unit i, Npmos represents the 
number of all PMOS in this complex circuit, Nnmos represents the number 
of all NMOS and λ represents the ratio of size of the PMOS and NMOS. 

We assume that the PMOS and NMOS transistors have an identical 
sensitive size that can catch particles to ease calculations. In that case, 
the λ is equal to 1 and the probability can be represented as follows: 

Pi =
si

S
=

Nmos,i

Nmos
, (10)  

where Nmos, i and Nmos, i represents the numbers of the MOS in unit i and 
the number of all MOS in the large circuit respectively. By using the SEE 
models and the probability for each unit, the SEE simulation scheme for 
large circuits can be then implemented. 

4. Implementation of SEE models 

The SEE models of the circuit units are the foundation of the predi-
cation scheme. To obtain the accurate models, the physical parameters 
are included in the circuit units simulations. In this paper, the circuit 

Fig. 6. The propagation effects on positive and negative pulses, which caused 
by the difference between the rising and the falling edge propagation time. 

Fig. 7. A TMR module for SEE injection. M1, M2 and M3 are three identical 
modules. M4 is the voting module. The size of M1, M2 and M3 is bigger 
than M4. 
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units are simulated in HSPICE [20], a Synopsys circuit simulator for 
accurate circuit simulation. 

4.1. Selection of basic components 

In this scheme, the basic units to generate SEE models can be a set of 
gate components or other circuit modules in the targeted designs. The 
SEE models will be more accurate, if more transistors are covered in the 
HSPICE simulations. However, the larger the units are, the more difficult 
the transistor simulation will be. Considering the complexity of the in-
tegrated circuits, the basic units with smaller size and higher reusability 
can ease both transistor level simulations and system level simulations. 
Thus, the gate components are better options. 

For instance, Table 1 shows the HSPCE netlist generated from the 
S27 circuit, which is one of the ISCAS89 benchmark circuits. QFFQX1M, 
INVX2M, AND2X1M, OR2X1M, NAND2X1M and NOR2X1M in the 
HSPICE code indicates different gates used in physical circuits, respec-
tively. Those components are all units required for S27 circuit. It is 
possible to combine parts of the components to a bigger units. However, 
it will significantly increase the complexity of following simulations. 
Considering the reusability and small size of those components, it will be 
suitable to choose those components as basic circuit units in the 
following simulations. In this paper, there are 14 components from the 
gates library are used in simulation for circuits in ISCAS89 from the 
smallest one to the largest one. 

4.2. Architecture of circuit units 

The ISCAS89 benchmark circuits are coded in HDL. The physical 
parameters (e.g., capacitance, resistance) are not included in the 
ISCAS89 files. In order to obtain the physical architecture of the basic 
units, HDL designs need to be firstly compiled and implemented. After 
the implementation, the SPICE netlists are generated and the logic de-
vices in the HDL codes are replaced with the logic components in the 
physical gate libraries. In this paper, a 180 nm gate library [15] from the 
SMIC is used to build SEE models. 

Fig. 8 shows the architecture of the DFFQNX1M, which is a flip-flop 
in the SIMIC 180 nm gate library. This is sequential circuit which con-
sists of 22 transistors. As mentioned in Section 3, SEEs are affected by the 
current inputs and states. In order to build accurate models, it is 
necessary to cover all circumstances in the SPICE simulation. The 
number of the possibilities corresponds with the number of inputs and 
the number of the states. Therefore, The workload for building the SEE 
models can be estimated by the number of the inputs and states. For a K- 
size circuit with Ni changeable inputs and Ns changeable states. The 
possibilities for the circuit can be represented as follows: 

St = 2Ni × 2Ns ×K, (11)  

where the St represents the number of the probabilities which need to be 
simulated and the K represents the number of the transistors in this 
circuit. 

The number of the probabilities can also be used to evaluate the time 
required to build SEE models. For example, QFFQX1M has 1 circuit state 
and 5 inputs including D, C, CK, VDD and VSS. When the circuit is 
working, the VDD and VSS are constant and the D, C and CK are 
changeable. According to Eq. (11), the number of circumstances for all 
transistors is equal to 176, which is also the number of the simulation 
rounds required for building the SEE model. 

The time required can be predicted by the probabilities and the time 
required for each simulation round. Table 2 shows the time required for 
the SPICE simulation for all units used in this paper. The SEE models of 
small units can be generated in several minutes, while the SEE models of 
big circuits (e.g. QFFQX1M) will take several hours. In general, the SEE 
models for all units could be generated in hours. 

4.3. Injection currents 

Both SETs and SEUs are caused by the transient currents. At present, 
the most common methods for simulating single-particle effects are to 
inject the transient currents to the target node, where the location is 
struck by high-energy particles. The current sources are used in this 
paper to generate the transient currents to simulate single-particle ef-
fects. The intensity of the current reflects the intensity of radiation and 
the capability of energy absorption. 

Table 1 
The physical netlist of the S27 circuits.  

.subckt S27 GND VDD CK G0 G1 G17 G2 G3 
XDFF2 G7 CK G13 DFFQNX1M 
XDFF0 G5 CK G10 DFFQNX1M 
XDFF1 G6 CK G11 DFFQNX1M 
XU10 G14 G0 INVX2M 
XU11 G17 G11 INVX2M 
XU12 G8 G14 G6 AND2X1M 
XU13 G15 G12 G8 OR2X1M 
XU14 G16 G3 G8 OR2X1M 
XU15 G9 G16 G15 NAND2X1M 
XU16 G10 G14 G11 NOR2X1M 
XU17 G11 G5 G9 NOR2X1M 
XU18 G12 G1 G7 NOR2X1M 
XU19 G13 G2 G12 NOR2X1M  

Fig. 8. The circuit of the QFFQX1M in SMIC gate library.  

Table 2 
Time required of the SPICE simulation to build SEE models.  

Unit Size of the unit Number of probabilities Time required 

INVX2M  2  4 1 s 
OR2X1M  6  24 16 s 
OR3X1M  8  32 31 s 
OR4X1M  10  160 238 s 
NOR2X1M  4  16 6 s 
NOR3X1M  6  48 32 s 
NOR4X1M  8  128 121 s 
AND2X1M  6  24 16 s 
AND3X1M  8  32 31 s 
AND4X1M  10  160 238 s 
NAND2X1M  8  32 6 s 
NAND3X1M  10  160 32 s 
NAND4X1M  12  192 480 s 
QFFQX1M  25  176 196 min  
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In order to improve accuracy of the SEE model, the injection currents 
should follow the trends of the physical effects. There are some current 
models for SEE simulation (e.g., the rectangular pulse model, the double 
exponential pulse model and the transient pulse model [21,22]). 

However, for the rectangular and the double exponential pulse, it has 
been proven that the peak of the currents could be 20% lower than real 
transient currents [21]. Here, we use a transient current model which is 
based on the quantity of the electricity generated by the ionization ef-
fects. Compared to the other models, the current waves generated by this 
model are closer to the real currents of the SEEs [23]. 

The equation of the transient pulse model can be represented as 
follows: 

I(t) =
2Q

τ
̅̅̅
π

√

̅̅̅
t
τ

√

exp
− t
τ , (12)  

where the Q represents the quantity of the free electricity generated by 
the ionization effects, which is also the quantity of free electricity in the 
injection, τ represents the physical parameters related to the electricity 
absorption, which is affected by the materials of the semiconductors, 
physical shapes and architecture of the transistors. The higher value of τ 
means the slower current changes in the circuits. Normally, Q is between 
100 fC (femto-coulomb) and 150 fC [24] and τ is between 25 ps and 35 
ps (picosecond) [25] for the circuits between 100 nm and 200 nm. We 
considered the circuits are from the 180 nm gate library, Q is set at 100 
fC and τ is set at 25 ps. 

4.4. Simulation of SEE models 

4.4.1. Implementation of current sources 
The direction of the SEE transient currents are affected by the electric 

field direction. Therefore, the injection current source should corre-
spond to the electric field. Fig. 9 shows the examples of the injection 
current source in the SMIC 180 nm inverter circuit. If the output the 
inverter is “0”, the PMOS will be the sensitive gate. In this case, the SEE 
transient current flows from Vcc to output port, which will cause a 
positive pulse. If the output is “1”, the direction of the transient current 
is from output port to Vss causing a negative pulse. Therefore, the cur-
rent source will be connected to the sensitive gates to generate pulses in 
the simulation. 

When transient currents are injected, corresponding voltage changes 
will be observed at output nodes. Fig. 10 shows the voltage change of the 
inverter output in the SPICE simulation. The peak of the voltage pulse is 
about 2.74 V and the time duration is about 0.2 ns. When it is converted 
to the digital model, the time duration is the width of the digital pulses. 

4.4.2. Propagation effects 
Due to the different connections of the circuits, the voltage curve of 

transient pulses are not constant. Fig. 11 shows the voltage curve of 
transient pulses in the inverter circuit with one and without following 
circuits. Compared to the separate inverter without following circuits, 
the output voltage curve in inverter with following circuits is smoother, 
which causes propagation effects in the circuits. 

As mentioned in Section 3, Increasing number of logic gates increases 
the capacitance of the connection node, which will cause more rising 
edge and falling edge delay. In this paper, a lookup table is built to 
represent Eq. (7). Considering that the number of driven gates can be 
obtained by simply counting how many times the output wires are used 
in the netlist, THL and TLH parameters can be initialized, when final 
netlists are generated. Table 3 shows the pre-built lookup table used in 
the simulation. For example, if a previous units is driving 3 following 
units, the rising edge from the previous output should be detected by the 
following units 112 ps later. 

Fig. 9. The location of injection current source in the inverter circuit, when the 
PMOS in the inverter is struck by the particle. 

Fig. 10. The simulation results of SEE positive pulse in the inverter circuit. The 
input of the inverter is “1” and the PMOS is struck by the particle. 

Fig. 11. The comparison of the output voltages of the inverter with and 
without following circuits. 

Table 3 
Lookup table for initial parameters.  

Number of units Specifications (ps)  

Rising edge delay Falling edge delay  

1  79  64  
2  97  80  
3  112  92  
4  127  104  
5  141  115  
6  159  131  
7  178  146  
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4.4.3. The width of the digital pulses 
The width of the digital pulses represents the time duration of the 

voltages, which can be sampled as incorrect values. In CMOS devices, 
the threshold voltage of logic “0” is normally 0.3(Vcc − Vss). When 
voltages are lower than 0.3(Vcc − Vss), the sampled values will be logic 
“0”. The threshold voltage of logic “1” is 0.7(Vcc − Vss). When voltages 
are higher than 0.7(Vcc − Vss), the sampled values are “1”. In this paper, 
the threshold voltages are represented as follows: 

VH =
Vcc − Vss

̅̅̅
2

√ +Vss,VL =
Vcc − Vss

2 +
̅̅̅
2

√ +Vss, (13)  

where the VH represents the threshold of the high voltages and the VL 
represents the threshold of the low voltages. The width of the positive 
pulse is the duration of the voltage peaks which are higher than VH. The 
width of the negative pulse is the duration of the voltage peaks which are 
lower than VL. 

Table 3 shows the specifications of the two pulses. The width of the 
pulse in the inverter with following circuits is 15% wider than the pulse 
in separate circuit. 

Finally, The digital SEE models can be generated by using the SPICE 
simulation results. The digital SEE models of the INVX2M and 
DFFQNX1M are shown in Table 4 and Table 5, which include the trigger 
conditions, possibilities, the width of the pulse in different circum-
stances and the output delay. 

5. SEE simulation of large scale circuits 

In order to carry out simulations for large scale circuits on the system 
level, the SEE models generated from the SPICE simulation need to be 
integrated into the HDL circuit units. Therefore, the original logic 
components (e.g. OR gates and AND gates) are replaced with the circuit 
unit modules that contains the digital SEE models. Considering the large 
number of the logic components, Python script tools are developed to 
generated HDL codes, automatically. 

5.1. Implementation of HDL circuit units 

Circuit units are used to replace the original logic components, 
therefore, the function of original logic components should also be 
covered by the circuit unit. The circuit units will include the function of 
the original logic components and the SEE models. There are three parts 
in the circuit unit models: 1) original logic, 2) configurable parameters 
and 3) the functions of SEE models to generate the bit-flips and digital 
pulses. 

The SEE model is implemented as the task functions in Verilog. When 
the SEEs are triggered, the task functions will be called by the injection 
scripts. The task functions simulate the pulse caused by forcing signals 

on the output wire to be incorrect for a certain time and simulate the bit- 
flips by changing the circuit states. 

Fig. 12 shows the example of the SEE output in the inverter in the 
HDL simulation. The “x” is the input of the inverter and “nx” is the 
output. The SEE occurs at 64 ns and the function of the SEE model is 
triggered at the same time. SPICE simulation also shows a negative pulse 
lasting for 0.22 ns. 

In the HDL simulations, the SEEs are represented by injection func-
tions in the units. Considering that there is only one unit struck by the 
particle in the single event, therefore only one of the injection functions 
should be triggered. We marked all circuit units and injection functions 
with unique IDs to indicate the circuit units. In this way, only one 
function will be accessed during SEE injections. The IDs can be calcu-
lated by the following equation: 

IDk =
∑k− 1

i=1
si (14)  

where si represents the size of the marked circuit units, the number of the 
MOSFETs in the circuit unit. During SEE injections, the scripts will 
generate a random number under the range of the IDs. If the number is 
between the IDk and IDk + sk, the SEE function in the unit k will be 
triggered. The probability will be calculated using the Eq. (10). 

5.2. Script tools for injection 

The large scale HDL designs contain a large number of circuit units. 
For example, S38584, the largest circuits in ISCAS89, contains 11,448 
logic units. The test-bench codes include three parts: 1) input genera-
tion, 2) SEE injection and 3) output analysing. 

In the HDL simulation, there are two types of inputs generated by the 
scripts, which are random inputs and specific inputs. In this scheme, the 
random inputs are generated based on the given switch probabilities of 
input signals. If the HDL bench codes just drive the target design with the 
random inputs, the difference of the data stream will not be observed. If 
the test-bench codes drive the circuits with specific input data streams, 
the SEE mitigation performance of the input streams can also be 

Table 4 
the SEE model of INVX2M.   

Inputs probability Width (ns) Delay (ns) 

SET 0 50% 0.22 0.0  
1 50% 0.22 0.0 

SEU X 0% / /  

Table 5 
the SEE model of DFFQNX1M.   

Inputs-statesa Probability Width (ns) Delay (ns) 

SET XXX 8% 0.22  0.0 
0 × 0 4% /  0.10 

SEU 0 × 1 8% /  0.12 
1 × 0 8% /  0.11 
1 × 1 4% /  0.10  

a The data input, CLK and Stored bit. 

Fig. 12. The transient pulse in HDL simulation. “x” is the input of the inverter 
and “nx” is the output of the inveter. The pulse is injected at the moment of 64 
ns in the inverter unit. 

Fig. 13. Errors blocked by logic gates and registers. SEE occurs in the XOR 
gate. If C or D is “0”, the pulses will be blocked by AND gates. If CLK is not 
flipping, the pluses will be blocked by registers. 
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evaluated. 
The test-bench codes call the functions in the SEE models to carry out 

injections. In the simulation, there are two identical HDL designs that 
will be instantiated. The first one is for SEE injection, the other one is 
used as a reference. When SEEs occur, one of the functions with unique 
IDs will be triggered and HDL scripts monitor the outputs of both de-
signs. By comparing the outputs, the errors can be detected and recor-
ded. The script will calculate the number of errors, the number of SEEs 
and the error rates of the design. 

5.3. Propagation of SEE induced errors 

When SEEs occur in the large scale circuits, some error may not be 
visible at output ports of the circuits. The pulses may be blocked in the 
propagation path by the logic gates and registers. 

Fig. 13 shows the scenario where SEE errors are blocked by logic 
gates and registers. There are 2 different propagation paths of the errors 
in this figure. In the first propagation path, since the current input ‘C’ is 
“1”, the error generated in the OR gate can reach the register. However, 
the registers only sample the input signals at the positive edge of the 
clock. There is a high chance that the pulse will not be sampled, which 

means that the error is blocked. In the second path, since the input signal 
‘D’ is “0”, the error cannot go through the AND gate, which means that 
the errors are blocked by the logic gate. 

Considering the above cases, the scripts will also monitor the signal 
after buffers. When generating bench codes, scripts will automatically 
add registers connected to the output wires. The original outputs will be 
compared to the outputs of the buffers, which is used to analyse the 
effects of the errors on the following circuits. 

6. Simulation results of large scale circuits 

We used the same generated SEE behaviour models to analyse the 
performance of more than 40 circuits from ISCAS89 benchmark circuits, 
which represents that the circuits are under same circumstances. In 
addition, we also compared the SEE mitigation performance of the same 
circuits hardened by the triple modular redundancy (TMR) technology 
and register space-time redundancy (STR) technology. 

6.1. The simulation of the ISCA89 circuits 

There are more than 40 circuits in ISCA89, among those, the S27 

Fig. 14. The outputs of the S27 in HDL simulation. The signal “G17” is the original output of S27. “G17_ref” is the reference output of S27. A transient pulse can be 
observed in “G17”. 

Fig. 15. The outputs of the S27 with buffers in HDL simulation. The signal “result” and “result_ref” are buffered “G17” and buffered “G17_ref”.  
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circuit is the smallest. It contains 13 circuit units. S28584 circuit is the 
largest one. It contains 11,448 circuit units. The simulation results in the 
circuits indicate the effects of SET and SEU effects between small scale 
and large scale circuits. 

Fig. 14 shows the SEE injection in the S27 circuits, where the G0, G1, 
G2 and G3 are inputs of the S27 circuits. The G17 is the output of the 
S27, where the scripts do the SEE injection. The G17_ref is the output 
wire of the reference unit. The flag_wire indicates the SEE injection. At 
the positive edges of the flag_wire, the SEEs are injected. In this figure, 
there is a positive pulse at the G17 wire, which is different from the 
signal at G17_ref, and werr_cnt is the number of the observed errors. 

Fig. 15 shows the comparison of the circuits with and without output 
buffers. “G17” is the output of the injection circuit and “G17_ref” is the 
output of the reference circuit. “result” is the output of the buffer which 
is connected to the “G17” and “result_ref” is the output of the buffer 
which is connected to the “G17_ref”. In the simulation, the output 
buffers are used to filter out digital pulses to evaluate bit flip rates. 

Fig. 16 shows the error rates of the ISCAS89 circuits with and 
without buffers. This result indicates the bit-flips rates and the total 
error rates, respectively. In this figure, the error rates of the small cir-
cuits without buffers drop significantly, while the error rates of the 
circuits with output buffers remain stable. This can be attributed to the 
fact that the SEE induced pulses are more likely to be blocked by the 
registers and logic designs, while the bit-flips cannot be blocked by the 
register. Considering there are more registers in larger circuits, there 
could be a high chance that the pulses are blocked by the registers in the 
propagation path. Therefore, the error rates of circuits without buffer 
decreases along with the decrease of the circuit size. 

On the other hand, when the circuits are getting larger, there will be 
more unused propagation paths and invalid states, where the errors 
cannot affect the following circuits. That is why the observed error rates 
in the simulation decrease slightly with the circuit size. It is possible to 
utilise the redundant states and path to improve the SEE mitigation 
performance. 

6.2. Simulation of the hardened circuits 

The simulation results of the unhardened circuits show that there are 
a large number of error bits caused by the pulses. Therefore, we evalu-
ated performance of the circuits hardened by STR and TMR methods. 

The SRT method only hardens registers. With extra registers as 
redundancy, SRT can fix the one-bit errors by itself. In addition, the 
registers will sample input signals at different moments, which means 
that it has the capability to filter out digital pulses. TMR is a popular 
method for hardened systems. It triples the modules for redundancy and 
uses an extra voting module to select the correct outputs. 

It has been proven that TMR has the best error mitigation 

performance with the highest hardware costs and the space-time 
redundancy technology has a balance between performance and costs 
[26–28]. Therefore, we validated the proposed scheme by comparing 
the performance of both methods in the proposed scheme. 

The Tables 6, 7 and 8 shows the simulation results of S27, S1423 and 
S38584 with different hardening technologies. S27 represents the small 
circuits, S1423 represents the medium sized circuits and the S38584 
represents the large circuits. 

The simulation results show that the proposed scheme provides de-
tails analysis to evaluate and compare the SEE mitigation performance 
of the hardened and unhardened circuits. Firstly, the proposed scheme 
provides a general analysis includes 1) SET rates, 2) SEU rates, 3) 
changes of the circuit size and 4) error rates with buffers. It helps to 
exclude unnecessary hardening methods. For example, compared to 
TMR, STR could be a better option to harden the S27 circuit with the 
same performance and much less costs. Secondly, with HDL simulations, 
the proposed scheme provides the waveform analysis, which can be used 

Fig. 16. The error rates of the circuits in ISCAS89 without buffers and the circuits with buffers.  

Table 6 
The error rates of the S27 circuits with different hardening technologies.   

Original design TMR STRa 

Inputs 4 
Outputs 1 
Transistors 121 389 184 
Error rates without buffers 0.0792 0.0195 0.0620 
Error rates with buffers 0.0106 0.00130 0.00131  

a Space-time redundancy. 

Table 7 
The error rates of the S1423 circuits with different hardening technologies.   

Original design TMR STR 

Inputs 17 
Outputs 5 
Transistors 5102 15,436 8609 
Error rates without buffers 0.0226 0.0024 0.0091 
Error rates with buffers 0.0033 0.00016 0.00027  

Table 8 
The error rates of the S38584 circuits with different hardening technologies.   

Original design TMR STR 

Inputs 38 
Outputs 304 
Transistors 125,940 385,724 155,886 
Error rates without buffers 0.0094 0.0040 0.0065 
Error rates with buffers 0.0017 0.00027 0.00035  
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to address the vulnerable parts and the error propagation paths. 

6.3. Time required of the simulation 

In this paper, the time cost of HDL simulation is elaborated. We can 
evaluate the time required for the HDL simulation by averaging time 
costs for each SEE injection. Fig. 17 shows the time required for the HDL 
simulation with one million SEE injections in the ISCAS89 circuits. By 
using HDL models, one million SEEs can be injected into S27 circuit (121 
transistors) in just 55 s, while it will take 55 h in S38584 (125,940 
transistors). The time required for SEE simulation increases nearly lin-
early with the scale of the circuits. 

In this paper, the time requirements in different simulation envi-
ronments are also tested. Due to the long time required for large circuits 
to run simulations in SPICE, S27, the smallest circuit in the benchmark 
circuits, is used for the comparison. There are three simulations 
including HDL simulation without SEE injection, SEE HDL simulation 
and SEE SPICE simulation. 

Table 9 shows the average time required for HDL simulations and 
SPICE simulation to run for 1 ms. The time precision of HDL simulation 
and SPICE simulation is set to 1 ps, so that the time required could be 
compared directly. The HDL simulation with SEE injection for S27 take 
0.676 s to run for 1 ms. The time required increases slightly from 0.473 s 
to conduct SEE injections. Compared to SPICE simulation, which costs 
67,000 s (i.e. ≈18.6 h) to run the simulation for 1 ms, the HDL SEE 
simulation shows great advantage in term of simulation efficiency. Due 
to high complexity and huge number of probabilities, it is unlikely to run 
HSPICE simulations to analyse SEE error rates of large integrated 
circuits. 

7. Conclusion and future work 

We have proposed a fast and cost-efficient method to evaluate and 
compare the performance of large scale circuits under the effect of ra-
diation particles. We used SPICE simulations to build a set of general SEE 
models to simplify the processes of the evaluation of SEE effects on large 
scale circuits. The proposed scheme has been evaluated using 40 
different circuits from the ISCAS89 benchmark circuits. It is shown that 

the scheme is able to analyse the circuits with the sizes varying from 100 
transistors to 100 k transistors. We have also compared and evaluated 
the simulation results of the circuits that are hardened by TMR and 
space-time redundancy technology. The results we obtained proves the 
correctness of the scheme. 

There are still some limitations for the combined research activities. 
Firstly, the injection currents utilised in this paper are constant values, 
however, these may be affected by the intensity of the radiations the 
angles of the beams and the types of the particles. Future research should 
consider those factors in the SEU models. Secondly, future researches 
need to explore the automation and optimisation of the HDL SEE model 
generation. Thirdly, in order to simplify the HDL simulation, the driven 
circuits are considered here as inverters. In future work, we will consider 
complex circuits. 
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